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(54) SPEECH OUTPUT APPARATUS

(57) The present invention relates to a voice output
apparatus capable of, in response to a particular stimu-
lus, stopping outputting a voice and outputting a reac-
tion. The voice output apparatus is capable of outputting
a voice in a natural manner. A rule-based synthesizer
24 produces a synthesized voice and outputs it. For ex-
ample, when a synthesized voice "Where is an exit" was
produced and outputting of the synthesized voice data
has proceeded until "Where is an e" has been output, if
a user taps a robot, then a reaction generator 30 deter-

mines, by referring to a reaction database 31, that a re-
action voice "Ouch!" should be output in response to be-
ing tapped. The reaction generator 30 then controls an
output controller 27 so as to stop outputting the synthe-
sized voice "Where is an exit?" and output the reaction
voice "Ouch!". Thereafter, the reaction generator 30
controls the read pointer of a buffer 26 controlled by the
read controller 29 such that the outputting of the synthe-
sized voice is resumed from the point at which the out-
putting was stopped. Thus, the synthesized voice
"Where is an e, Ouch!, xit?" is output.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a voice output
apparatus, and more particularly, for example, to a voice
output apparatus capable of outputting a voice in a more
natural fashion.

Background Art

[0002] In conventional voice synthesizing apparatus-
es, a synthesized voice is produced on the basis of a
text or phonetic symbols obtained by analyzing the text.
[0003] In recent years, a pet robot has been proposed
which has a voice synthesizer and is capable of speak-
ing to or talking with a user.
[0004] In such a pet robot, a voice is synthesized by
a voice synthesizer disposed therein in accordance with
a text or phonetic symbols corresponding to an utter-
ance to be made, and the resultant synthesized voice is
output.
[0005] In the pet robot, once the outputting of the syn-
thesized voice is started, the outputting of the synthe-
sized voice is continued until the complete synthesized
voice has been output. However, when a user scolds
the pet robot when the synthesized voice is being out-
put, if the pet robot continues outputting the synthesized
voice, that is, if the pet robot continues uttering, the robot
gives a strange impression to the user.

Disclosure of Invention

[0006] In view of the above, an object of the present
invention is to provide a technique of outputting a voice
in a more natural fashion.
[0007] According to an aspect of the present inven-
tion, there is provided a voice output apparatus compris-
ing voice output means for outputting a voice under the
control of an information processing apparatus; stop-
ping means for stopping outputting the voice in re-
sponse to a particular stimulus; reaction output means
for outputting a reaction in response to the particular
stimulus; and resuming means for resuming outputting
the voice stopped by the stopping means.
[0008] According to another aspect of the present in-
vention, there is provided a method of outputting a voice,
comprising the steps of outputting a voice under the con-
trol of an information processing apparatus; stopping
outputting the voice in response to a particular stimulus;
outputting a reaction in response to the particular stim-
ulus; and resuming outputting the voice stopped in the
stopping step.
[0009] According to another aspect of the present in-
vention, there is provided a program comprising the
steps of outputting a voice under the control of an infor-
mation processing apparatus; stopping outputting the
voice in response to a particular stimulus; outputting a

reaction in response to the particular stimulus; and re-
suming outputting the voice stopped in the stopping
step.
[0010] According to another aspect of the present in-
vention, there is provided a storage medium including a
program stored thereon comprising the steps of output-
ting a voice under the control of an information process-
ing apparatus; stopping outputting the voice in response
to a particular stimulus; outputting a reaction in re-
sponse to the particular stimulus; and resuming output-
ting the voice stopped in the stopping step.
[0011] In the present invention, a voice is output under
the control of the information processing apparatus. In
response to a particular stimulus, the outputting of the
voice is stopped and a reaction corresponding to the
particular stimulus is output. Thereafter, the outputting
of the stopped voice is resumed.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0012]

Fig. 1 is a perspective view showing an example of
an outward structure of a robot according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention.
Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing an example of an
internal structure of the robot.
Fig. 3 is a block diagram showing an example of a
functional structure of a controller 10.
Fig. 4 shows a stimulus table.
Fig. 5 is a block diagram showing an example of a
construction of a voice synthesis unit 55.
Fig. 6 shows a reaction table.
Fig. 7 is a flow chart showing a process associated
with the voice synthesis unit 55.
Fig. 8 is a block diagram showing an example of a
construction of a computer according to an embod-
iment of the present invention.

Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

[0013] Fig. 1 shows an example of an outward struc-
ture of a robot according to an embodiment of the
present invention, and Fig. 2 shows an example of an
electric configuration thereof.
[0014] In the present embodiment, the robot is con-
structed into the form of an animal having four legs, such
as a dog, wherein leg units 3A, 3B, 3C, and 3D are at-
tached, at respective four corners, to a body unit 2, and
a head unit 4 and a tail unit 5 are attached, at front and
bock ends, to the body unit 2.
[0015] The tail unit 5 extends from a base 5B disposed
on the upper surface of the body unit 2 such that the tail
unit 5 can bend or shake with two degree of freedom.
[0016] In the body unit 2, as shown in Fig. 2, there are
disposed a controller 10 for generally controlling the ro-
bot, a battery 11 serving as a power source of the robot,
and an internal sensor 12 including a battery sensor
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12A, an attitude sensor 12B, a temperature (heat/tem-
perature) sensor 12C, and a timer 12D.
[0017] On the head unit 4, as shown in Fig. 2, there
are disposed, at properly selected position, a micro-
phone 15 serving as an ear, a CCD (Charge Coupled
Device) 16 serving as an eye, a touch sensor (pressure
sensor) 17 serving as a sense-of-touch sensor, and a
speaker 18 serving as a mouth. A lower jaw unit 4A serv-
ing as a lower jaw of the mouth is attached to the head
unit 4 such that the lower jaw unit 4A can move with one
degree of freedom. The mouth of the robot can be
opened and closed by moving the lower jaw unit 4A. In
the present embodiment, in addition to the touch sensor
disposed on the head unit 4, similar touch sensors are
also disposed on various units such as the body unit 2,
and the leg units 3A to 3D, although in the embodiment
shown in Fig. 2, only one touch sensor 17 disposed on
the head unit 4 is shown for simplicity.
[0018] As shown in Fig. 2, actuators 3AA1 to 3AAK,
3BA1 to 3BAK, 3CA1 to 3CAK, 3DA1 to 3DAK, 4A1 to 4AL,
5A1, and 5A2 are respectively disposed in joints for join-
ing parts of the leg units 3A to 3D, joints for joining the
leg units 3A to 3D with the body unit 2, a joint for joining
the head unit 4 with the body unit 2, a joint for joining
the head unit 4 with the lower jaw unit 4A, and a joint for
joining the tail unit 5 with the body unit 2.
[0019] The microphone 15 disposed on the head unit
4 collects a voice (sound) including an utterance of a
user from the environment and transmits an obtained
voice signal to the controller 10. The CCD camera 16
takes an image (by detecting light) of the environment
and transmits an obtained image signal to the controller
10.
[0020] The touch sensor 17 (and also the other touch
sensors not shown in the figure) detects a pressure ap-
plied by the user as a physical action such as "rubbing"
or "tapping" and transmits a pressure signal obtained as
the result of the detection to the controller 10.
[0021] The battery sensor 12A disposed in the body
unit 2 detects the remaining capacity of the battery 11
and transmits the result of the detection as a battery re-
maining capacity signal to the controller 10. The attitude
sensor 12B made up of a gyroscope or the like detects
the attitude of the robot and supplies information indi-
cating the detected attitude to the controller 10. The tem-
perature sensor 12C detects the ambient temperature
and supplies information indicating the detected ambi-
ent temperature to the controller 10. The timer 12D
measures time using a clock and supplies information
indicating the current time to the controller 10.
[0022] The controller 10 includes a CPU (Central
Processing Unit) 10A and a memory 10B. The controller
10 performs various processes by executing, using the
CPU 10A, a control program stored in the memory 10B.
[0023] More specifically, the controller 10 detects the
environmental state; a command issued from a user,
and various stimuli such as an action of the user applied
to the robot, on the basis of the voice signal supplied

from the microphone 15, the image signal supplied from
the CCD camera 16, the pressure signal supplied from
the touch sensor 17, and also parameters detected by
the internal sensor 12, such as the remaining capacity
of the battery 11, the attitude, the temperature, and the
current time.
[0024] On the basis of the parameters detected
above, the controller 10 makes a decision as to how to
act next. In accordance with the decision, the controller
10 activates necessary actuators of those including ac-
tuators 3AA1 to 3AAK, 3BA1 to 3BAK, 3CA1 to 3CAK,
3DA1 to 3DAK, 4A1 to 4AL, 5A1, and 5A2, so as to nod
or shake the head unit 4 or open and close the lower
jaw unit 4A. Depending on the situation, the controller
10 moves the tail unit 5 or makes the robot walk by mov-
ing the leg units 3A to 3D.
[0025] Furthermore, as required, the controller 10
produces synthesized voice data and supplies it to the
speaker 18 thereby generating a voice, or turns on/off
or blinks LEDs (Light Emitting Diode, not shown in the
figures) disposed on the eyes. In the above process,
when the synthesized voice is output, the controller 10
moves the lower jaw 4A as required. The opening and
closing of the lower jaw 4a in synchronization with out-
putting of the synthesized voice can give the user an
impression that the robot is actually speaking.
[0026] As described above, the robot autonomously
acts in response to the environmental conditions.
[0027] Although only one memory 10B is used in the
example shown in Fig. 2, one or more memories may
be disposed in addition to the memory 10B. Some or all
of such memories may be provided in the form of remov-
able memory cards such as memory sticks (trademark)
which can be easily attached and detached.
[0028] Fig. 3 shows the functional structure of the con-
troller 10 shown in Fig. 2. Note that the functional struc-
ture shown in Fig. 3 is realized by executing, using the
CPU 10A, the control program stored in the memory
10B.
[0029] The sensor input processing unit 50 detects
specific external conditions, an action of a user applied
to the robot, and a command given by the user, on the
basis of the voice signal, the image signal, and the pres-
sure signal supplied from the microphone 15, the CCD
camera 16, and the touch sensor 17, respectively. Infor-
mation indicating the detected conditions is supplied as
recognized-state information to the model memory 51
and the action decision unit 52.
[0030] More specifically, the sensor input processing
unit 50 includes a voice recognition unit 50A for recog-
nizing the voice signal supplied from the microphone 15.
For example, if a given voice signal is recognized by the
voice recognition unit 50A as a command such as
"walk", "lie down", or "follow the ball", the recognized
command is supplied as recognized-state information
from the sensor input processing unit 50 to the model
memory 51 and the action decision unit 52.
[0031] The sensor input processing unit 50 also in-
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cludes an image recognition unit 50B for recognizing an
image signal supplied from the CCD camera 16. For ex-
ample, if the sensor input processing unit 50 detects, via
the image recognition process performed by the image
recognition unit 50B, "something red and round" or a
"plane extending vertical from the ground to a height
greater than a predetermined value", then the sensor
input processing unit 50 supplies information indicating
the state of the environment such as "there is a ball" or
"there is a wall" as recognized-state information to the
model memory 51 and the action decision unit 52.
[0032] The sensor input processing unit 50 further in-
cludes a pressure processing unit 50C for detecting a
part to which a pressure is applied, the magnitude of the
pressure, a range over which the pressure is applied,
and a duration in which the pressure is applied, by an-
alyzing a pressure signal supplied from touch sensors
including the touch sensor 17 disposed at various posi-
tions on the robot (hereinafter, such touch sensors will
be referred to simply as the "touch sensor 17 or the
like"). For example, if the pressure processing unit 50C
detects a pressure higher than a predetermined thresh-
old for a short duration, the sensor input processing unit
50 recognizes that the robot has been "tapped (scold-
ed)". In a case in which the detected pressure is lower
in magnitude than a predetermined threshold and long
in duration, the sensor input processing unit 50 recog-
nizes that the robot has been "rubbed (praised)". Infor-
mation indicating the recognized meaning of the pres-
sure applied to the robot is supplied as recognized-state
information to the model memory 51 and the action de-
cision unit 52.
[0033] In the sensor input processing unit 50, the re-
sult of the voice recognition performed by the voice rec-
ognition unit 50A, the result of the image recognition per-
formed by the image recognition unit 50B, and the result
of the pressure analysis performed by the pressure
processing unit 50C are also supplied to a stimulus rec-
ognition unit 56.
[0034] The model memory 51 stores and manages an
emotion model, an instinct model, and a growth model
representing the internal state of the robot concerning
emotion, instinct, and growth, respectively.
[0035] The emotion model represents the state (de-
gree) of emotion concerning, for example, "happiness",
"sadness", "angriness", and "pleasure" using values
within predetermined ranges, wherein the values are
varied depending on the recognized-state information
supplied from the sensor input processing unit 50 and
depending on the passage of time. The instinct model
represents the state (degree) of instinct concerning, for
example, "appetite", "desire for sleep", and "desire for
exercise" using values within predetermined ranges,
wherein the values are varied depending on the recog-
nized-state information supplied from the sensor input
processing unit 50 and depending on the passage of
time. The growth model represents the state (degree)
of growth, such as "childhood", "youth", "middle age"

and "old age" using values within predetermined rang-
es, wherein the values are varied depending on the rec-
ognized-state information supplied from the sensor in-
put processing unit 50 and depending on the passage
of time.
[0036] The states of emotion, instinct, and growth,
represented by values of the emotion model, the instinct
model, and the growth model, respectively, are supplied
as state information from the model memory 51 to the
action decision unit 52.
[0037] In addition to the recognized-state information
supplied from the sensor input processing unit 50, the
model memory 51 also receives, from the action deci-
sion unit 52, action information indicating a current or
past action of the robot, such as "walked for a long time",
thereby allowing the model memory 51 to produce dif-
ferent state information for the same recognized-state
information, depending on the robot's action indicated
by the action information.
[0038] More specifically, for example, when the robot
greets the user, if the user rubs the head of the robot,
then action information indicating that the robot greeted
the user and recognized-state information indicating
that the head was rubbed are supplied to the model
memory 51. In response, the model memory 51 increas-
es the value of the emotion model indicating the degree
of happiness.
[0039] On the other hand, if the robot is rubbed on the
head when the robot is doing a job, action information
indicating that the robot is doing a job and recognized-
state information indicating that the head was rubbed
are supplied to the model memory 51. In this case, the
model memory 51 does not increase the value of the
emotion model indicating the degree of "happiness".
[0040] As described above, the model memory 51
sets the values of the emotion model on the basis of not
only the recognized-state information but also the action
information indicating the current or past action of the
robot. This prevents the robot from having an unnatural
change in emotion. For example, even if the user rubs
the head of the robot with intension of playing a trick on
the robot when the robot is doing some task, the value
of the emotion model associated with "happiness" is not
increased unnaturally.
[0041] For the instinct model and the growth model,
the model memory 51 also increases or decreases the
values on the basis of both the recognized-state infor-
mation and the action information, as with the emotion
model. Furthermore, when the model memory 51 in-
creases or decreases a value of one of the emotion
model, the instinct model, and the growth model, the val-
ues of the other models are taken into account.
[0042] The action decision unit 52 decides an action
to be taken next on the basis of the recognized-state
information supplied from the sensor input processing
unit 50, the state information supplied from the model
memory 51, and the passage of time. The content of the
decided action is supplied as action command informa-
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tion to the attitude changing unit 53.
[0043] More specifically, the action decision unit 52
manages a finite automaton, which can take states cor-
responding to the possible actions of the robot, as an
action model which determines the action of the robot
such that the state of the finite automaton serving as the
action model is changed depending on the recognized-
state information supplied from the sensor input
processing unit 50, the values of the model memory 51
associated with the emotion model, the instinct model,
and the growth model, and the passage of time, and the
action decision unit 52 employs the action correspond-
ing to the changed state as the action to be taken next.
[0044] In the above process, when the action decision
unit 52 detects a particular trigger, the action decision
unit 52 changes the state. More specifically, the action
decision unit 52 changes the state, for example, when
the period of time in which the action corresponding to
the current state has been performed has reached a pre-
determined value, or when specific recognized-state in-
formation has been received, or when the value of the
state of the emotion, instinct, or growth indicated by the
state information supplied from the model memory 51
becomes lower or higher than a predetermined thresh-
old.
[0045] Because, as described above, the action deci-
sion unit 52 changes the state of the action model not
only depending on the recognized-state information
supplied from the sensor input processing unit 50 but
also depending on the values of the emotion model, the
instinct model, and the growth model of the model mem-
ory 51, the state to which the current state is changed
can be different depending on the values (state informa-
tion) of the emotion model, the instinct model, and the
growth model even when the same recognized-state in-
formation is input.
[0046] For example, when the state information indi-
cates that the robot is not "angry" and is not "hungry", if
the recognized-state information indicates that "a user's
hand with its palm facing up is held in front of the face
of the robot", the action decision unit 52 produces, in
response to the hand being held in front of the face of
the robot, action command information indicating that
shaking should be performed and transmits it to the at-
titude changing unit 53.
[0047] On the other hand, for example, when the state
information indicates that the robot is not "angry" but
"hungry", if the recognized-state information indicates
that "a user's hand with its palm facing up is held in front
of the face of the robot", the action decision unit 52 pro-
duces, in response to the hand being held in front of the
face of the robot, action command information indicating
that the robot should lick the palm of the hand and trans-
mits it to the attitude changing unit 53.
[0048] When the state information indicates that the
robot is angry, if the recognized-state information indi-
cates that "a user's hand with its palm facing up is held
in front of the face of the robot", the action decision unit

52 produces action command information indicating that
the robot should turn its face aside regardless of wheth-
er the state information indicates that the robot is or is
not "hungry", and the action decision unit 52 transmits
the produced action command information to the atti-
tude changing unit 53.
[0049] Furthermore, on the basis of the states of emo-
tion, instinct, and growth indicated by state information
supplied from the model memory 51, the action decision
unit 52 may determine action parameters associated
with, for example, the walking pace or the magnitude
and speed of moving forelegs and hind legs which
should be employed in a state to which the current state
is to be changed. In this case, action command informa-
tion including the action parameters is supplied to the
attitude changing unit 53.
[0050] In addition to the above-described action com-
mand information associated with motions of various
parts of the robot such as the head, forelegs, hind legs,
etc., the action decision unit 52 also produces action
command information for causing the robot to utter. The
action command information for causing the robot to ut-
ter is supplied to the voice synthesizing unit 55. The ac-
tion command information supplied to the voice synthe-
sizing unit 55 includes a text or the like corresponding
to a voice to be synthesized by the voice synthesis unit
55. If the voice synthesis unit 55 receives the action
command information from the action decision unit 52,
the voice synthesis unit 55 produces a synthesized
voice in accordance with the text included in the action
command information and supplies it. to the speaker 18,
which in turns outputs the synthesized voice. Thus, for
example, the speaker 18 outputs a voice of a cry, a voice
"I am hungry" to request the user for something, or a
voice "What?" to respond to a call from the user.
[0051] The voice synthesis unit 55 also receives in-
formation indicating the meaning of a stimulus recog-
nized by the stimulus recognition unit 56 which will be
described later. In addition to producing a synthesized
voice in accordance with action command information
received from the action decision unit 52 as described
above, the voice synthesis unit 55 also stops outputting
the synthesized voice depending on the meaning of a
stimulus recognized by the stimulus recognition unit 56.
In this case, if required, the voice synthesis unit 55 syn-
thesizes a reaction voice in response to the recognized
meaning and outputs it. Thereafter, as required, the
voice synthesis unit 55 resumes outputting the stopped
synthesized voice.
[0052] In accordance with the action command infor-
mation supplied from the action decision unit 52, the at-
titude changing unit 53 produces attitude change com-
mand information for changing the attitude of the robot
from the current attitude to a next attitude and transmits
it to the control unit 54.
[0053] Possible attitudes to which the attitude of the
robot can be changed from the current attitude depend
on the shapes and weights of various parts of the robot
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such as the body, forelegs, and hind legs and also de-
pend on the physical state of the robot such as coupling
states between various parts. Furthermore, the possible
attitudes also depend on the states of the actuators
3AA1 to 5A1, and 5A2, such as the directions and angles
of the joints.
[0054] Although direct transition to the next attitude is
possible in some cases, direct transition is impossible
depending on the next attitude. For example, the robot
having four legs can change the attitude from a state in
which the robot lies sideways with its legs fully stretched
directly into a lying-down state but cannot directly into a
standing-up state. In order to change the attitude into
the standing-up state, it is necessary to perform a two-
step operation including changing the attitude into the
lying-down attitude by drawing in the legs and then
standing up. Some attitudes are not easy to change
thereinto. For example, if the robot having four legs tries
to raise its two forelegs upward from an attitude in which
the robot stands with its four legs, the robot will easily
fall down.
[0055] To avoid the above problem, the attitude
changing unit 53 registers, in advance, attitudes which
can be achieved by means of direct transition. If the ac-
tion command information supplied from the action de-
cision unit 52 designates an attitude which can be
achieved by means of direct transition, the attitude
changing unit 53 transfers the action command informa-
tion as attitude change command information to the con-
trol unit 54. However, in a case in which the action com-
mand information designates an attitude which cannot
be achieved by direct transition, the attitude changing
unit 53 produces attitude change command information
indicating that the attitude should be first changed into
a possible intermediate attitude and then into a final at-
titude, and the attitude changing unit 53 transmits the
produced attitude change command information to the
control unit 54. This prevents the robot from trying to
change its attitude into an impossible attitude or from
falling dawn.
[0056] In accordance with the attitude change com-
mand information received from the attitude changing
unit 53, the control unit 54 produces a control signal for
driving the actuators 3AA1 to 5A1 and 5A2 and transmits
it to the actuators 3AA1 to 5A1 and 5A2. Thus, in accord-
ance with the control signal, the actuators 3AA1 to 5A1
and 5A2 are driven such that the robot acts autonomous-
ly.
[0057] The stimulus recognition unit 56 recognizes
the meaning of a stimulus applied from the outside or
inside of the robot by referring to the stimulus database
57 and supplies information indicating the recognized
meaning to the voice synthesis unit 55. More specifical-
ly, as described earlier, the stimulus recognition unit 56
receives, from the sensor input processing unit 50, the
result of the voice recognition performed by the voice
recognition unit 50A, the result of the image recognition
performed by the image recognition unit 50B, and the

result of the pressure analysis performed by the pres-
sure processing unit 50C, and also receives the output
from the internal sensor unit 12 and the values stored
in the model memory 51 associated with the emotion
model, the instinct model, and the growth model. On the
basis of these pieces of information input to the stimulus
recognition unit 56, the stimulus recognition unit 56 rec-
ognizes the meaning of the stimulus applied from the
outside or the inside by referring to the stimulus data-
base 57.
[0058] The stimulus database 57 stores a stimulus ta-
ble indicating the correspondence between a stimulus
and the meaning of the stimulus for each stimulus type
such as the sound, light (image), and pressure.
[0059] Fig. 4 shows an example of the stimulus table
in which the correspondence is described for stimuli of
the stimulus type of pressure.
[0060] In the example shown in Fig. 4, parameters as-
sociated with the pressure applied as the stimulus are
defined in terms of a part to which the pressure is ap-
plied, the magnitude (strength), the range, and the du-
ration (in which the pressure is applied), and meanings
are defined for respective pressures having various val-
ues of parameters. For example, in a case in which a
strong pressure is applied to the head, tail, shoulders,
back, abdomens, or legs over a wide range for a short
time, the values of parameters of the applied pressure
match those in the first row of the stimulus table shown
in Fig. 4, and thus the stimulus recognition unit 56 rec-
ognizes the meaning of the pressure as "tap", that is,
the stimulus recognition unit 56 recognizes that a user
has applied a pressure to the robot with the intention of
tapping the robot.
[0061] In the above process, the stimulus recognition
unit 56 determines the type of stimulus based on which
of stimulus detection units the stimulus has been sup-
plied from, wherein the stimulus detection units include
the battery sensor 12A, the attitude sensor 12B, the tem-
perature sensor 12C, the timer 12D, the voice recogni-
tion unit 50A, the image recognition unit 50B, the pres-
sure processing unit 50C, and the model memory 51.
[0062] The stimulus recognition unit 56 may be
formed such that some parts of the sensor input
processing unit 50 are shared by the stimulus recogni-
tion unit 56 and the sensor input processing unit 50.
[0063] Fig. 5 shows an example of a construction of
the voice synthesis unit 55 shown in Fig. 3.
[0064] Action command information, which is output
from the action decision unit 52 and which includes a
text on the basis of which a voice is to be synthesized,
is supplied to the language processing unit 21. Upon re-
ceiving the action command information, the language
processing unit 21 analyzes the text included in the ac-
tion command information by referring to the dictionary
memory 22 and the grammar-for-analysis memory 23.
[0065] The dictionary memory 22 stores a word dic-
tionary indicating information associated with the parts
of speech, pronunciations, accents of respective words.
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The grammar-for-analysis memory 23 stores grammar
for analysis indicating rules such as restriction of word
concatenation for the respective words described in the
word dictionary stored in the dictionary memory 22. In
accordance with the word dictionary and the grammar
for analysis described above, the language processing
unit 21 performs text analysis such as morphological
analysis and syntax analysis on a given text and extracts
information necessary in by-rule voice synthesis per-
formed later by the rule-based synthesizer 24. More
specifically, for example, information necessary in the
by-rule voice synthesis includes pause positions, pros-
ody information for controlling accents, intonations, and
power, and pronunciation information indicating pronun-
ciations of words.
[0066] The information obtained by the language
processing unit 21 is supplied to the rule-based synthe-
sizer 24. The rule-based synthesizer 24 refers to the
phoneme memory 25 and produces synthesized voice
data (digital data) corresponding to the text input to the
language processing unit 21.
[0067] The phoneme memory 25 stores phoneme da-
ta in the form of, for example, CV (Consonant, Vowel),
VCV, CVC, or one pitch. In accordance with the infor-
mation supplied from the language processing unit 21,
the rule-based synthesizer 24 concatenates necessary
phoneme data and adds pauses, accents, and intona-
tions thereto by processing the waveform of the pho-
neme data thereby producing voice data of synthesized
voices (synthesized voice data) corresponding to the
text input to the language processing unit 21.
[0068] The synthesized voice data produced in the
above-described manner is supplied to the buffer 26.
The buffer 26 temporarily stores the synthesized voice
data supplied from the rule-based synthesizer 24. The
buffer 26 reads the synthesized voice data stored there-
in under the control of the read controller 29 and sup-
plies the read data to the output controller 27.
[0069] The output controller 27 controls outputting the
synthesized voice data from the buffer 26 to the D/A
(Digital/Analog) converter 27. The output controller 27
also controls outputting of data (reaction voice data) in-
dicating a voice to be uttered in response to a stimulus
from the reaction generator 30 to the D/A converter 28.
[0070] The D/A converter 28 converts the synthesized
voice data or the reaction voice data supplied from the
output controller 27 from a digital signal into an analog
signal and supplies the resultant analog signal to the
speaker 18, which in turn outputs the supplied analog
signal.
[0071] The read controller 29 controls reading the
synthesized voice data from the buffer under the control
of the reaction generator 30. More specifically, the read
controller 29 sets a read pointer indicating a read ad-
dress at which the synthesized voice data is read from
the buffer 26, and the read controller 29 sequentially
shifts the read pointer so that the synthesized voice data
is properly read from the buffer 26.

[0072] The information indicating the meaning of the
stimulus recognized by the stimulus recognition unit 56
is supplied to the reaction generator 30. If the reaction
generator 30 receives the information indicating the
meaning of the stimulus from the stimulus recognition
unit 56, the reaction generator 30 refers to the reaction
database 31 and determines whether to output a reac-
tion in response to the stimulus. If it is determined that
a reaction should be output, the reaction generator 30
further determines what reaction should be output. In
accordance with the decisions, the reaction generator
30 controls the output controller 27 and the read con-
troller 29.
[0073] The reaction database 31 stores a reaction ta-
ble indicating the correspondence between the meaning
of stimulus and the reaction.
[0074] Fig. 6 shows a reaction table. In accordance
with the reaction table shown in Fig. 6, for example, if
the recognized meaning of a given stimulus is "tap", then
"Ouch!" is output as a reaction voice.
[0075] Referring to a flow chart shown in Fig. 7, a
voice synthesis process performed by the voice synthe-
sis unit 55 shown in Fig. 6 is described below.
[0076] If the voice synthesis unit 55 receives action
command information from the action decision unit 52,
the voice synthesis unit 55 starts the process. First, in
step S1, the action command information is supplied to
the language processing unit 21.
[0077] The process then proceeds to step S2. In step
S2, in the language processing unit 21 and the rule-
based synthesizer 24, synthesized voice data is pro-
duced in accordance with the action command received
from the action decision unit 52.
[0078] More specifically, the language processing unit
21 analyzes a text included in the action command by
referring to the dictionary memory 22 or the grammar-
for-analysis memory 23. The result of the analysis is
supplied to the rule-based synthesizer 24. On the basis
of the result of analysis received from the language
processing unit 21, the rule-based synthesizer unit 24
refers to the phoneme memory 25 and produces syn-
thesized voice data corresponding to the text included
in the action command.
[0079] The synthesized voice data produced by the
rule-based synthesizer unit 24 is supplied to the buffer
26 and stored therein.
[0080] The process then proceeds to step S3. In step
S3, the read controller 29 starts reading the synthesized
voice data stored in the buffer 26.
[0081] More specifically, the read controller 29 sets
the read pointer so as to point to the beginning of the
synthesized voice data stored in the buffer 26, and the
read controller 29 sequentially shifts the read pointer so
that the synthesized voice data stored in the buffer 26
is read from the beginning thereof and supplied to the
output controller 27. The output controller 27 supplies
the synthesized voice data read from the buffer 26 to
the speaker 18 via the D/A converter 28 thereby output-
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ting the data from the speaker 18.
[0082] Thereafter, the process proceeds to step S4.
In step S4, the reaction generator 30 determines wheth-
er information indicating the recognized meaning of a
stimulus has been transmitted from the stimulus recog-
nition unit 56 (Fig. 3). The stimulus recognition unit 56
recognizes the meaning of stimulus at regular or irreg-
ular intervals and supplies information indicating the re-
sult of recognition to the reaction generator 30. Alterna-
tively, the stimulus recognition unit 56 always recogniz-
es the meaning of stimulus, and if the stimulus recogni-
tion unit 56 detects a change in the recognized meaning,
the stimulus recognition unit 56 supplies the information
indicating the meaning recognized after the change to
the reaction generator 30.
[0083] In a case in which it is determined in step S4
that information indicating the recognized meaning of
stimulus has been transmitted from the stimulus recog-
nition unit 56, the reaction generator 30 receives the in-
formation indicating the recognized meaning. Thereaf-
ter, the process proceeds to step S5.
[0084] In step S5, the reaction generator 30 searches
the reaction table stored in the reaction database 31 us-
ing the meaning of the recognized meaning received
from the stimulus recognition unit 56 as a search key.
Thereafter, the process proceeds to step S6.
[0085] In step S6, on the basis of the result of search-
ing of the reaction table performed in step S5, the reac-
tion generator 30 determines whether to output a reac-
tion voice. If it is determined in step S6 that no reaction
voice is to be output, that is, for example, if no reaction
corresponding to the meaning of the stimulus given from
the stimulus recognition unit 56 is found in the reaction
table (the meaning of the stimulus given by the stimulus
recognition unit 56 is not registered in the reaction ta-
ble), the flow returns to step S4 to repeat the process
described above.
[0086] In this case, outputting of the synthesized
voice data from the buffer 26 is continued.
[0087] On the other hand, if it is determined in step
S6 that a reaction voice should be output, that is, for
example, if a reaction corresponding to the meaning of
the stimulus given from the stimulus recognition unit 56
is found in the reaction table, the reaction generator 30
reads the corresponding reaction voice data from the
reaction database 31. Thereafter, the process proceeds
to step S7.
[0088] In step S7, the reaction generator 30 controls
the output controller 27 so as to stop supplying the syn-
thesize voice data from the buffer 27 to the D/A convert-
er 28.
[0089] Thus, in this case, the outputting of the synthe-
sized voice data is stopped.
[0090] Furthermore, in this step S7, the reaction gen-
erator 30 supplies an interrupt signal to the read con-
troller 29 to acquire the value of the read pointer at the
time at which the outputting of the synthesized voice da-
ta is stopped. Thereafter, the process proceeds to step

S8.
[0091] In step S8, the reaction generator 30 supplies
the reaction voice data obtained in step S5 via the re-
trieval of the reaction table to the output controller 27
and further to the D/A converter 28 via the output con-
troller 27.
[0092] Thus, after the outputting of the synthesized
voice data is stopped, the reaction voice data is output.
[0093] After starting outputting the reaction voice da-
ta, the process proceeds to step S9 in which the reaction
generator 30 sets the read pointer so as to point to an
address from which the reading of the synthesized voice
data is to be resumed. Thereafter, the process proceeds
to step S10.
[0094] In step S10, the process waits for completion
of the outputting of the reaction voice data started in step
S8. If the outputting of the reaction voice data is com-
pleted, the process proceeds to step S11. In step S11,
the reaction generator 30 supplies the data indicating
the value of the read pointer set in step S9 to the read
controller 29. In response, the read controller 29
resumes the reproducing (reading) of the synthesized
voice data from the buffer 26.
[0095] Thus, when the outputting of the reaction voice
data started after stopping the outputting of the synthe-
sized voice data is completed, the outputting of the syn-
thesized voice data is resumed.
[0096] Thereafter, the process returns to step S4. If it
is determined in step S4 that no information indicating
the recognized meaning of stimulus has been transmit-
ted from the stimulus recognition unit 56, the process
jumps to step S12. In step S12, it is determined whether
there is more synthesized voice data to be read from the
buffer 26. If it is determined that there is more synthe-
sized voice data to be read, the process returns to step
S4.
[0097] In a case in which it is determined in step S12
that there is no more synthesized voice data to be read
from the buffer 26, the process is completed.
[0098] Via the voice synthesis process described
above, a voice is output, for example, as described be-
low.
[0099] Herein, we assume that a synthesized voice
data "Where is an exit?" was produced by the rule-
based synthesizer 24 and stored in the buffer 26. We
also assume that a user tapped the robot when the out-
putting of the synthesized voice data proceeded to
"Where is an e". In this case, the stimulus recognition
unit 56 recognizes that the meaning of the applied stim-
ulus is "tap" and supplies information indicating the rec-
ognized meaning of the stimulus to the reaction gener-
ator 30. The reaction generator 30 refers to the reaction
table shown in Fig. 6 and determines that a reaction
voice data "Ouch!" is to be output in response to the
stimulus recognized as having the meaning of "tap".
[0100] The reaction generator 30 then controls the
output controller 27 so as to stop outputting the synthe-
sized voice data and output the reaction voice data
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"Ouch!". Thereafter, the reaction generator 30 controls
the read pointer so as to resume outputting the synthe-
sized voice data from the point at which the outputting
was stopped.
[0101] More specifically, in this case, when the out-
putting of the synthesized voice data proceeds until
"Where is an e" has been output, the outputting of the
synthesized voice data is stopped and the reaction voice
"Ouch!" is output in response to detecting that the robot
has been tapped by the user. Thereafter, the remaining
part of the synthesized voice data, "xit, is output.
[0102] In this specific example, synthesized voice is
output such that "Where is an e" → "Ouch!" → "xit". Be-
cause the synthesized voice data "xit" output after the
reaction voice data "Ouch!" is a part of a complete word,
the user cannot easily understand the uttered voice.
[0103] In order to avoid the above problem, the point
from which the outputting of the synthesized voice data
is resumed may be shifted back to an earlier point cor-
responding to a boundary between information seg-
ments (for example, to a point corresponding to the be-
ginning of a first information segment which will be
reached when the restarting point is shifted back).
[0104] That is, the outputting of the synthesized voice
data may be resumed from a boundary of a word which
will be first detected when the resuming point is shifted
back from the stopped point.
[0105] In the specific example described above, the
outputting of the synthesized voice data was stopped at
"x" of the word "exit", and thus the outputting of the syn-
thesized voice data may be resumed from the beginning
of the word "exit". In this case, when the outputting of
the synthesized voice data proceeds until "Where is an
e" has been output, the outputting of the synthesized
voice data is stopped and the reaction voice "Ouch!" is
output in response to detecting that the robot has been
tapped by the user. Thereafter, the synthesized voice
data "exit" is output.
[0106] The point from which the outputting of the syn-
thesized voice data is resumed may be shifted back to
a punctuation or a breathing pause which will be first
detected when the resuming point is shifted back from
the stopped point. Alternatively, the point from which the
outputting of the synthesized voice data may be arbi-
trarily specified by the user by operating an operation
control unit which is not shown in the figure.
[0107] More specifically, the point from which the out-
putting of the synthesized voice data is resumed can be
specified by setting, in step S9 shown in Fig. 7, the read
pointer to a corresponding value.
[0108] In the example described above, when a stim-
ulus is applied, the outputting of the synthesized voice
data is stopped and the reaction voice data correspond-
ing to the applied stimulus is output, and immediately
thereafter, the outputting of the synthesized voice data
is resumed. Alternatively, after outputting the reaction
voice data, the outputting of the synthesized voice data
may not immediately resumed but may be resumed after

a predetermined fixed reaction is output.
[0109] More specifically, after the outputting of the
synthesized voice data is stopped and the reaction voice
data "Ouch!" is output as described above, a fixed syn-
thesized voice such as "Excuse me" or "I beg your par-
don" is output to apologize for stopping outputting of the
synthesized voice data. Thereafter, the outputting of the
stopped synthesized voice data is resumed.
[0110] The outputting of the synthesized voice data
may be resumed from the beginning thereof.
[0111] For example, if a voice indicating a question
such as "Eh!" uttered by the user is detected in the mid-
dle of the process of outputting the synthesized voice
data, it can be concluded that the user could not catch
the synthesized voice. Thus, in this case, the outputting
of the synthesized voice data may be stopped in re-
sponse to the detection of the voice stimulus "Eh!", and
the synthesized voice data may be output again from its
beginning after a short silent period. The resuming out-
putting the synthesized voice data can also be easily
accomplished by setting the read pointer to a corre-
sponding value.
[0112] The controlling outputting the synthesized
voice data may also be performed in response to a stim-
ulus other than a pressure or a voice.
[0113] For example, the stimulus recognition unit 56
compares a temperature stimulus output from the tem-
perature sensor 12C of the internal sensor unit 12 with
a predetermined threshold, and if the temperature is
lower than the predetermined threshold, the stimulus
recognition unit 56 recognizes that it "colds". In the case
in which the stimulus recognition unit 56 recognizes that
it "colds", the reaction generator 30 may output a reac-
tion voice data corresponding to, for example, a sneeze
to the output controller 27. In this case, the robot sneez-
es in the middle of the process of outputting the synthe-
sized voice data and then resumes outputting the syn-
thesized voice data.
[0114] As another example, when the stimulus recog-
nition unit 56 compares the current time output as a stim-
ulus from the timer 12D of the internal sensor unit 12 (or
the value indicating the degree of "desire for sleep" de-
termined by the instinct model stored in the model mem-
ory 51) with a predetermined threshold value, if the cur-
rent time is within a range corresponding to early morn-
ing or midnight, the stimulus recognition unit 56 recog-
nizes that the robot is "sleepy". In the case in which the
stimulus recognition unit 56 has recognized that the ro-
bot is "sleepy", the reaction generator 30 may output a
reaction voice data corresponding to, for example, a
yawn to the output controller 27. In this case, the robot
yawns in the middle of the process of outputting the syn-
thesized voice data and then resumes outputting the
synthesized voice data.
[0115] As still another example, when the stimulus
recognition unit 56 compares the remaining capacity of
the battery output as a stimulus from the battery sensor
12A of the internal sensor unit 12 (or the value indicating
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the degree of "appetite" determined by the instinct mod-
el stored in the model memory 5-1) with a predetermined
threshold value, if the remaining capacity of the battery
is lower than the predetermined threshold, the stimulus
recognition unit 56 recognizes that the robot is "hungry".
In the case in which the stimulus recognition unit 56 has
recognized that the robot is "hungry", the reaction gen-
erator 30 may output a reaction voice data indicating,
for example, a "rumbling" sound to the output controller
27. In this case, the stomach of the robot rumbles in the
middle of the process of outputting the synthesized
voice data and then resumes outputting the synthesized
voice data.
[0116] As still another example, when the stimulus
recognition unit 56 compares the value indicating the
degree of "desire for exercise" determined by the in-
stinct model stored in the model memory 51 with a pre-
determined threshold value, if the value indicating the
degree of "desire for exercise" is lower than the prede-
termined threshold, the stimulus recognition unit 56 rec-
ognizes that the robot is "tired". In the case in which the
stimulus recognition unit 56 has recognized that the ro-
bot is "tired", the reaction generator 30 may produce a
reaction voice data indicating a sighing voice such as
"Whew" to represent tiredness and output it to the output
controller 27. In this case, the robot sighs in the middle
of the process of outputting the synthesized voice data
and then resumes outputting the synthesized voice da-
ta.
[0117] As still another example, on the basis of the
output from the attitude sensor 12B, it may be deter-
mined whether the robot is going to lose its balance in
attitude. If it is determined that the robot is going to lose
its balance, a reaction voice data indicating a voice such
as "Oops!" may be output.
[0118] As described above, in response to a stimulus
applied from the outside or the inside of the robot, out-
putting of synthesized voice data is stopped and a re-
action corresponding to the applied stimulus is output.
Thereafter, outputting of the stopped synthesized voice
data is resumed. Thus, it is possible to realize a robot
capable of uttering in a very natural manner with feelings
and senses similar to human feelings and senses, that
is, capable of behaving in a similar manner as a human
being. That is, the robot is capable of behaving in a man-
ner which gives the impression that the robot behaves
by means of spinal reflex, and thus the robot can give
good entertainment to users.
[0119] Furthermore, by shifting back the resuming
point of outputting synthesized voice data from the
stopped point, it becomes possible to prevent the user
from missing the meaning of the utterance because of
stopping outputting the synthesized voice data before
the end of the synthesized voice data.
[0120] Although the present invention has been de-
scribed above with reference to embodiments of the
tetrapod robot for entertainment (the robot serving as a
pseudo-pet), the present invention may also be applied

to other types of robots such as a bipedal robot having
a shape similar to a human being. Furthermore, the
present invention can be applied not only to actual ro-
bots that act in the real world but also to virtual robots
(characters) such as that displayed on a display such
as a liquid crystal display. Furthermore, the present in-
vention can be applied not only to robots but also to var-
ious systems such as an interactive system in which a
voice synthesis apparatus or a voice output apparatus
is provided.
[0121] In the embodiments described above, a se-
quence of processing is performed by executing the pro-
gram using the CPU 10A. Alternatively, the sequence of
processing may also be performed by dedicated hard-
ware.
[0122] The program may be stored, in advance, in the
memory 10B (Fig. 2). Alternatively, the program may be
stored (recorded) temporarily or permanently on a re-
movable storage medium such as a floppy disk, a
CD-ROM (Compact Disc Read Only Memory), an MO
(Magnetooptical) disk, a DVD (Digital Versatile Disc), a
magnetic disk, or a semiconductor memory. A remova-
ble storage medium on which the program is stored may
be provided as so-called packaged software thereby al-
lowing the program to be installed on the robot (memory
10B).
[0123] The program may also be installed into the
memory 10B by downloading the program from a site
via a digital broadcasting satellite and via a wireless or
cable network such as a LAN (Local Area Network) or
the Internet.
[0124] In this case, when the program is upgraded,
the upgraded program may be easily installed in the
memory 10B.
[0125] In the present invention, the processing steps
described in the program to be executed by the CPU
10A for performing various kinds of processing are not
necessarily required to be executed in time sequence
according to the order described in the flow chart. In-
stead, the processing steps may be performed in paral-
lel or separately (by means of parallel processing or ob-
ject processing).
[0126] The program may be executed either by a sin-
gle CPU or by a plurality of CPUs in a distributed fashion.
[0127] The voice synthesis unit 55 shown in Fig. 5
may be realized by means of dedicated hardware or by
means of software. When the voice synthesis unit 55 is
realized by software, a software program is installed on
a general-purpose computer or the like.
[0128] Fig. 8 illustrates an embodiment of the inven-
tion in which the program used to realize the voice syn-
thesis unit 55 is installed on a computer.
[0129] The program may be stored, in advance, on a
hard disk 105 serving as a storage medium or in a ROM
103 which are disposed inside the computer.
[0130] Alternatively, the program may be stored (re-
corded) temporarily or permanently on a removable
storage medium 111 such as a floppy disk, a CD-ROM,
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an MO disk, a DVD, a magnetic disk, or a semiconductor
memory. Such a removable storage medium 111 may
be provided in the form of so-called package software.
[0131] Instead of installing the program from the re-
movable storage medium 111 onto the computer, the
program may also be transferred to the computer from
a download site via a digital broadcasting satellite by
means of wireless transmission or via a network such
as an LAN (Local Area Network) or the Internet by
means of cable communication. In this case, the com-
puter receives, using a communication unit 108, the pro-
gram transmitted in the above-described manner and
installs the received program on the hard disk 105 dis-
posed in the computer.
[0132] The computer includes a CPU 102. The CPU
102 is connected to an input/output interface 110 via a
bus 101 so that when a command issued by operating
an input unit 107 such as a keyboard or a mouse is input
via the input/output interface 110, the CPU 102 executes
the program stored in a ROM 103 in response to the
command. Alternatively, the CPU 102 may execute a
program loaded in a RAM (Random Access Memory)
104 wherein the program may be loaded into the RAM
104 by transferring a program stored on the hard disk
105 into the RAM 104, or transferring a program which
has been installed on the hard disk 105 after being re-
ceived from a satellite or a network via the communica-
tion unit 108, or transferring a program which has been
installed on the hard disk 105 after being read from a
removable recording medium 111 loaded on a drive 109,
By executing the program, the CPU 102 performs the
process described above with reference to the flow chart
or the process described above with reference to the
block diagrams. The CPU 102 outputs the result of the
process, as required, to an output unit 106 such as an
LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) or a speaker via the input/
output interface 110. The result of the process may also
be transmitted via the communication unit 108 or may
be stored on the hard disk 105.
[0133] Although in the embodiments described
above, a voice (reaction voice) is output in response to
a stimulus, a reaction other than reaction voices may be
performed (output) in response to a stimulus. For exam-
ple, the robot may nod or shake the head or may wag
its tail in response to a stimulus.
[0134] Although in the example of the reaction table
shown in Fig. 6, the correspondence between stimuli
and reactions is described, the correspondence be-
tween other parameters may also be described. For ex-
ample, the correspondence between changes in stimu-
lus (for example, changes in strength of stimulus) and
reactions may be described.
[0135] Furthermore, although in the embodiments de-
scribed above, a synthesized voice is produced by
means of by-rule voice synthesis, a synthesized voice
may also be produced by a method other than the by-
rule voice synthesis.

Industrial Applicability

[0136] According to the present invention, as de-
scribed above, a voice is output under the control of the
information processing apparatus. The outputting of the
voice is stopped in response to a particular stimulus, and
a reaction corresponding to the particular stimulus is
output. Thereafter, the outputting of the stopped voice
is resumed. Thus, the voice is output in a very natural
manner.

Claims

1. A voice output apparatus for outputting a voice,
comprising:

voice output means for outputting a voice under
the control of an information processing appa-
ratus;
stopping means for stopping outputting the
voice in response to a particular stimulus;
reaction output means for outputting a reaction
in response to the particular stimulus; and
resuming means for resuming outputting the
voice stopped by the stopping means.

2. A voice output apparatus according to Claim 1,
wherein said particular stimulus is a sound, light,
time, temperature, or pressure.

3. A voice output apparatus according to Claim 2, fur-
ther comprising detection means for detecting the
sound, light, time, temperature, or pressure applied
as said particular stimulus.

4. A voice output apparatus according to Claim 1,
wherein said particular stimulus is an internal status
of the information processing apparatus.

5. A voice output apparatus according to Claim 4,
wherein

said information processing apparatus is a re-
al or virtual robot; and

said particular stimulus is a state of emotion
or instinct of the robot.

6. A voice output apparatus according to Claim 1,
wherein

said information processing apparatus is a re-
al or virtual robot; and

said particular stimulus is a state of the atti-
tude of the robot.

7. A voice output apparatus according to Claim 1,
wherein said resume means resumes outputting the
voice from the point at which the outputting was
stopped.
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8. A voice output apparatus according to Claim 1,
wherein said resume means resumes outputting the
voice from a specific point shifted back from the
point at which the outputting was stopped.

9. A voice output apparatus according to Claim 8,
wherein said resume means resumes outputting the
voice from a specific point shifted back from the
point at which the outputting was stopped, said spe-
cific point being a boundary between information
segments.

10. A voice output apparatus according to Claim 9,
wherein said resume means resumes outputting the
voice from a specific point shifted back from the
point at which the outputting was stopped, said spe-
cific point being a boundary between words.

11. A voice output apparatus according to Claim 9,
wherein said resume means resumes outputting the
voice from a specific point shifted back from the
point at which the outputting was stopped, said spe-
cific point corresponding to a punctuation.

12. A voice output apparatus according to Claim 9,
wherein said resume means resumes outputting the
voice from a specific point shifted back from the
point at which the outputting was stopped, said spe-
cific point corresponding to the beginning of a
breathing pause.

13. A voice output apparatus according to Claim 1,
wherein said resume means resumes outputting the
voice from a specific point designated by a user.

14. A voice output apparatus according to Claim 1,
wherein said resume means resumes outputting the
voice from the beginning of the voice.

15. A voice output apparatus according to Claim 1,
wherein in a case in which the voice corresponds
to a text, said resume means resumes outputting
the voice from the beginning of the text.

16. A voice output apparatus according to Claim 1,
wherein after said reaction output means has out-
putted the reaction in response to the particular
stimulus, said reaction output means further out-
puts a predetermined and fixed reaction.

17. A voice output apparatus according to Claim 1,
wherein said reaction output means outputs a reac-
tion by means of a voice in response to the partic-
ular stimulus.

18. A voice output apparatus according to Claim 1, fur-
ther comprising stimulus recognition means for rec-
ognizing a meaning of the particular stimulus on the

basis of the output from the detection means for de-
tecting the particular stimulus.

19. A voice output apparatus according to Claim 18,
wherein said stimulus recognition means recogniz-
es the meaning of the particular stimulus on the ba-
sis of the detection means which has detected the
particular stimulus.

20. A voice output apparatus according to Claim 18,
wherein said stimulus recognition means recogniz-
es the meaning of the particular stimulus on the ba-
sis of the strength of the particular stimulus.

21. A method of outputting a voice, comprising the
steps of:

outputting a voice under the control of an infor-
mation processing apparatus;
stopping outputting the voice in response to a
particular stimulus;
outputting a reaction in response to the partic-
ular stimulus; and
resuming outputting the voice stopped in the
stopping step.

22. A program for causing a computer to perform a
process of outputting a voice, comprising the steps
of:

outputting a voice under the control of an infor-
mation processing apparatus;
stopping outputting the voice in response to a
particular stimulus;
outputting a reaction in response to the partic-
ular stimulus; and
resuming outputting the voice stopped in the
stopping step.

23. A storage medium on which a program for causing
a computer to perform a process of outputting a
voice, said program comprising the steps of:

outputting a voice under the control of an infor-
mation processing apparatus;
stopping outputting the voice in response to a
particular stimulus;
outputting a reaction in response to the partic-
ular stimulus; and
resuming outputting the voice stopped in the
stopping step.
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